Computational investigation of drug-resistant mutant of M2 proton channel (S31N) against rimantadine.
M2 proton channel is the target for treating the patients who ere suffering from influenza A infection, which facilitates the spread of virions. Amantadine and rimantadine are adamantadine-based drugs, which target M2 proton channel and inhibit the viral replication. Preferably, rimantadine drug is used more than amantadine because of its fewer side effects. However, S31N mutation in the M2 proton channel was highly resistant to the rimantadine drug. Therefore, in the present study, we focused to understand the drug-resistance mechanism of S31N mutation with the aid of molecular docking and dynamics approach. The docking analysis undoubtedly indicates that affinity for rimantadine with mutant-type M2 proton channel is significantly lesser than the native-type M2 proton channel. In addition, RMSD, RMSF, and principal component analysis suggested that the mutation shows increased flexibility. Furthermore, the intermolecular hydrogen bonds analysis showed that there is a complete loss of hydrogen bonds in the mutant complex. On the whole, we conclude that the intermolecular contact was maintained by D-44, a key residue for stable binding of rimantadine. These findings are certainly helpful for better understanding of drug-resistance mechanism and also helpful for designing new drugs for treating influenza infection against drug-resistance target.